
ALL UPPERCASE HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

3 Things You Didnâ€™t Know About People with All Caps Handwriting. A lot of people these days write in block letters,
also known as all caps handwriting or print writing. The question now is: if there are more benefits of writing in cursive,
why do some people have all caps.

The width in capital letters is the edge of horizontal projection expresses the spot the individual seeks to
occupy in his environment. I recommend you read it to fully comprehend how to deal with this complex issue.
This same attitude works with women who have stingers. You can get it cheap on www. All of those things
and more are revealed by graphology. Love becomes tumultuous and unpredictable. You can find more
examples and articles in our original website in spanish www. All three were exactly the same. He is vain.
Keep in mind that some handwriting is occupation-determined. Take a look at the picture below to understand
the three zones of handwriting. What does it mean if you have a signature in all caps? These are the big ones
you have to deal with in yourself, or simply avoid in other people. I had a student years ago who had suffered
a stroke and had lost the use of her right hand. Engineers, accountants, architects are some of the employment
groups who very often print because exactness and accuracy are so important in their line of work. They
denote conceit, desire of independence, exaltation of the feeling of himself and personal value, pride vanity,
superiority feelings, ambition of authority and power, delirium of greatness. No one trait defines a personality.
The amount of sensitivity as it relates to ideas and philosophies is shown in the stem of the lower case t. For
example, the slant will still tell you the emotional make up of the writer the farther to the right, the more the
emotional expression , and the heaviness of the writing will still tell you how deeply emotions affect this
writer. This is typical of a dual personality. Lack of freedom to express his thinking or feelings. This
concludes the article about Handwriting Analysis Capital Letters. It is now a fundamental rule of mine not to
date women with the trait of dual personality. I don't think this applies to all people who write in all caps,
sometimes all caps can have a clear and pretty effect; what I'm talking about here are the ones that make their
"get well" cards look like kidnapper's ransom notes. Usually somewhat reserved. Why would someone put up
with that? There are dozens and dozens of traits that need to be analyzed to give an accurate picture. It means
the individual tends to grant more value to appearances and social status than to people. Remember: people are
the sum of all their parts. Properly, It is graphic movement. Dating a dual personality has its advantages and its
disadvantages. He demands being recognized, whishes occupying a large space and standing out. The origin of
capital and lowercase letters: during antiquity, capital letters were, for a long time, the only type of writing
used for inscriptions, official documents and literary works. Usually two scenarios reveal themselves. In fact,
writing in all caps takes much more time than normal cursive because the print writer is required to lift the pen
every now and then, resulting in slower writing speed. Your handwriting is your handwriting and it is unique
to you. Did you like this article?


